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Slide 1 Todays Topi
� Today we be looking at Timed Automata.� Timed Automata extend ordinary simple automata so that wereason about real time systems.� Timed Automata omplement the sheduling analysis of systems.
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Revision? Finite State AutomataConsider the following automata:

S

A

C

c

d
a

It has 3 states and 3 transitions.
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States and Transition
In a ompiler ourse you are interested in Automata to reogniselanguages. In an automata you have some start state and a numberof termination states.In our example if S was the start state and A was the terminationstate then the language aepted by the automata would be:(d)�a
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Automata as Reative Objets
We need to view an automata as a reative system, where the ationsat as synhronisation points with other automata or theenvironment.For example the previous example ould be some sort of networkprotool where the labels  and d represent onnet and a disonnetevents and a represents an abort event.We shall refer a state-transition as an event, or sometimes we willrefer to the label on a transition as an ation.
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Networks of AutomataWe use ? and ! for pairs of omplementary ations that synhronism.

S

A

C

d?
a?

c?

c!

a!The two networks an �rst synhronise on the  ation and then onthe a ation.
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Synhronisation and an be non-deterministi

a! a? a? b

a?The a! action can  syncrronise with 
any of the a? actions b might happen
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Ideal Cloks
We assume that we have a �nite number of loks, at the beginningof the run of our timed automata all the loks are set to zero.Eah lok proeeds at the same rate. At any point an automata anreset a lok.Note loks an not be stopped and restarted only reset to zero.
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An example timed automata

off? & X>1                    X:=0   

on? &  X > 2                X := 0   

l0 l1

This has two ation off and on, but there are some di�erenes withun-timed automata.
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Guards and Ations
A transition in a timed-automata is not only labelled with an ationbut also with a guard and a set of loks to reset.In the example there are two transitions:� off? & X>1 whih an only happen if there is an off ation tosynhronise with and the lok X is greater than 1, upon doingthis transition the lok X is reset to 1.� on? & X>2 this transition happens when there is an on ationto synhronise with and the lok X is greater than 2, againupon ompleting the transition the lok X is reset to zero.
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Timed Guards
In the de�nition and semantis of timed automata the followingrelations on a set of loks, X1; : : : ; Xn are allowed:� Xi � � Xi �Xj � where  is an integer and � of one of <;>;�;�.A guard g is simply a onjuntion of onstraints e.g.X1 > 1 & X3 �X4 � 4Given a set of loks we shall refer to the set of allowed guards as �.
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De�nition of Timed Automata without Invariants
A Timed Automata is a tuple (S;A;C;!; r; i) where� S is a set of loations� A is a set of ations� C is a set of loks� !� S � (A� �)� S is a set of edges.� r is a funtion from S to 2C alled the reseting funtion� i 2 S is some initial state.
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Semantis of Timed Automata
If (s; (a; g); s0) 2! and r(s0) = fX1; : : : ; Xkg we writes a;g;fX1;:::;Xlg�! s0The semantis of timed-automata is de�ned in terms of a transitionsystem on pairs (s;X1 := x1; : : : ; Xn := xn)where s is from S and X1 := x1; : : : ; Xn := xn is some assignment ofthe loks.
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Semantis of Timed Automata disrete transitions
We say that there is a transition from a reahable state(s;X1 := x1; : : : ; Xn := xn) to (s0; X1 := x01; : : : ; Xn := x0n) if thereexists some s (a;g);fXi1 ;:::;Xikg�! s0suh that the guard g satis�es the assignmentX1 := x1; : : : ; Xn := xn and x0i = 0 for x0i 2 fXi1 ; : : : ; Xikg.
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Semantis of Timed Automata, time passing
Without Invariants: Given a reahable state(s;X1 := x1; : : : ; Xn := xn) we say that time an pass to a state(s;X1 := x01; : : : ; Xn := x0n) where for all x0i = xi + Æ.With Invariants: We haven't spei�ed invariants formally but aninvariant is simply a guard on a loation whih has to be satis�ed iftime is to pass. With invariants it is very easy to stop time.
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Reahable States
Given the initial state (s;X1 := 0; : : : ; Xn := 0)of an automata many veri�ation problems an be redued to askingif some (s0; X1 := x1; : : : ; Xn = xn)an be reahed from the initial state by a sequene of transitions.
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Example
Our timed-automata an do the following transitions (and more):(l0; X := 0)! (l0; X := 1:1)(l0; X := 1:1)! (l1; X := 0)(l1; X := 0)! (l1; X := 2:5)! (l0; X := 0)
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Networks of Automata
Real-time systems are often onurrent, so far we have onlyonsidered single proesses.Given a network of automata A1; : : : ; An the state is de�ned as atuple: (s1; : : : ; sn; X1 := x1; : : : ; Xn = xn)
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Networks of Automata :- The passage of time
For networks Time passes uniformly.(As long as no invariants are violated, see next leture) Given a state(s1; : : : ; sn; X1 := x1; : : : ; Xn = xn)there an be a transition to the state:(s1; : : : ; sn; X1 := x1 + Æ; : : : ; Xn = xn + Æ)for ever Æ > 0.
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Networks of Automata :- Synhronisation
We need to �nd a pair of automata with omplementary ations.Remember syhronisation an be non-deterministi (there an bemore than one pair that will synhronise).If there exists a pair of automata Ai; Aj suh that(si; X1 := x1; : : : ; Xn = xn) a?;g�! (s0i; X1 := x0n; : : : ; Xn = x0n)and (sj ; X1 := x1; : : : ; Xn = xn) a!;g0�! (s0j ; X1 := x01; : : : ; Xn = x0n)
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Networks of Automata :- Synhronisation
One we have found a pair that synrhonises then they proeed inparallel and no-time passes.(s1; : : : ; sn; X1 = x1; : : : ; Xn = xn)to (s1; : : : ; s0i; : : : ; s0j ; : : : sn; X1 := x01; : : : ; Xn = x0n)that is the two automata synhronise on the ation a.
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Model Cheking
Given a network of timed-automata it is possible to deide (that iswrite a omputer program) if a given state is reahable from aninitial state. In fat it is possible to deide a whole lot more.This is quite an amazing fat! There are many possible states inbetween two states, in fat there is an unountable number of them.But we an still symbolially represent the problem �nitely.Using reahability tests you an hek many orretness properties ofsystems, for example you an hek if something bad never happens.
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Times and Timed-Automata
Times is a tool whih has been developed here in Uppsala and inAalborg, Denmark whih heks reahability problems for networksof timed-automata.This tool has been used to verify industrial sized ase studies, suh asthe Merel gear ontroller and an Audio ontrol program (see ourseweb page for more details).In one of your laborations you are given a real-time ontrolledprodution ell to analysis using Timed-automata.
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Extra Properties of the Times System
� Invariants in States Time an only pass if some guard in astate is satis�ed.� Urgent Channels A hannel (that is a ommuniation a! anda?) an be delared urgent, that is it has to happen as soon as itis able to happen.


